ACCESSORY MENU
The base system in your quotation will include a fully functional automated system,
operated by remote control. 2 Remote controls are included within the price. All
necessary safety devices will also be included. To enhance & customise your system, you
can add a variety of accessories shown on this menu. A fast payment discount of 10% can
be deducted from any price for payment upon completion.

ENTRY ACCESSORIES
GSM INTERCOM- OUR MOST POPULAR ACCESSORY
Our Stainless steel GSM intercom provides the perfect interface to control
your gates via your smartphone. The feature packed APP allows the user
superb control of your gates. When a visitor or delivery driver presses the
illuminated call button on the intercom, the unit can call up to 4 telephone
numbers in sequence. If there is no answer on the first number, it will call the
second and so on…… Permitted users can call the gate with their mobile to
also gain access.
It offers features such as hold open function, temporary keypad codes for
contractors, timed keypad codes for cleaners or gardeners, do not disturb etc.
The built in time clock can open your gates at pre-determined times for bin
collections or milk deliveries, the possibilities are endless. As the system
makes and receives calls, it requires an activated Sim card with credit.
Our Price £904.73 including Installation (Sim-card not included)
ORDER CODE GSMABK
Also available without the built in keypad for £769.00. ORDER CODE GSMAB

DIGITAL KEYPAD
A simple to use stainless steel keypad. Can be programmed with 2 different 4 digit
codes to open your gates. Keys illuminated in neon blue.
Can also be used as an EXIT ACCESSORY.
£135.00 including installation
ORDER CODE DC60

LONG RANGE WIRELESS DOORBELL

A very cost effective method to alert you of a visitor. The portable chime
Can be moved throughout the home & garden. Battery Operated
£71.43 including installation
ORDER CODE DB/200

DOOR RELEASE BUTTON
A simple option for clients needing more convenience than security.
It can be disabled at night-time by adding timer TH827 (below)
£46.57 including installation
ORDER CODE DRB

REMOTE CONTROL TRANSMITTERS

High security rolling code (difficult to copy)
Requires programming – site visit may be required (extra cost)
£25 each

ORDER CODE TRANS GT

EXIT ACCESSORIES
PRESS TO EXIT BUTTON

Simple & Convenient
Can be disabled at night-time by adding timer TH827 (below)
£46.56 Including installation
ORDER CODE PTE

UNDERGROUND VEHICLE DETECTOR
An inductive vehicle detector which is fitted under the driveway
surface. Used for FREE EXIT of vehicles.
Can be disabled at night-time to prevent vehicle theft by adding
timer TH827 (below)
£386.85 including fitting. ORDER CODE SENSE X

GENERAL ACCESSORIES
TIMER

7 day, 6 x on/off per day
Can be used to open gates at set times
Also used to enable & disable other accessories at pre-defined times.
£85.00 including fitting

ORDER CODE TH827

INTERCOM/KEYPAD/PUSH BUTTON POST
Post for mounting accessories. Available cranked or straight
Painted finish
£149.00 Including installation (cranked) ORDER CODE POST CR
£127.00 including installation (straight) ORDER CODE POST ST
All prices are fully inclusive. Prices based on installation of any accessory at the same time as the gate automation is
installed. Additional visits to fit any accessory will incur a £75.00 call out charge to cover extra time & travel. Prices
correct at time of printing & maybe subject to change without notice.
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